ECE 444/544: Supervisory Control & Critical Infrastructure Systems

Homework #4

Due: Session17: [March 20]

Students Attending the Power and Energy Automation Conference:
Choose 3 of the presentations you attend and write a short paragraph for each indicating the title, presenter and 2-3 points you learned from the presentation.

For Students Not Attending the Power and Energy Automation Conference
Choose a paper from a conference or journal and write a short report (at least 1 page) summarizing key points from the paper. Properly cite the article. The link below points to a list of paper engineers from Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories have published at the Power and Energy Automation Conference in 2018 an in previous years. Other vendors have similar libraries, but they are not as easily searchable. Many of these were written with engineers from utilities. You can choose one of the papers from that list or if you wish you can find a different paper as long as it is related to the topics of this class. This can include papers listed in the references in our textbook.

https://selinc.com/literature/technical-papers/?presentedAt=PEAC